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First, the caveats

• These slides are meant to inspire you and your research team. They 
are not a recipe for success.
• Panelists review proposals, not program directors.
• Program directors consider a range of factors in final proposal 

recommendations, including, of course, the reviews and panel 
discussion. 
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- Enhance scientific and engineering 
knowledge in ways that improve the quality 
of life within communities. 

- Support sociotechnical research that brings 
together computer and information 
scientists; engineers; social, behavioral and 
economic scientists; and learning scientists.

- Support community engagement that is 
directly informed by the needs, challenges, 
and opportunities of communities. 

- Conduct robust evaluation of project 
outcomes.



Technological Dimensions
• Data integration and management, and computing and network resource management.
• New algorithms and modeling frameworks.
• Systems engineering approaches for integrating cyber, physical, and social concerns.
• Ubiquitous and persistent connectivity.
• Improved cybersecurity and privacy.
• Innovations in integrating materials, sensors, structures, and systems.
• Design of interfaces, controls, and feedback systems.

Social Dimensions
• Improved understanding of institutional and social responses to technological change within communities.
• Processes of learning or collaboration within and across communities.
• Long-term responses of communities to disasters or other existing or predicted adversities.
• Improved methods for measuring and predicting community challenges and opportunities.
• Innovations in the evaluation of community interventions.
• Innovations in community behaviors or social change experiments facilitated by intelligent technologies.

Example Technological and Social Dimensions



What is the 
problem? Why 

is it hard?

What are the 
limits of 
current 

practice?

What's new in 
your 

approach?
Who cares?

What impact 
will success 

have?

What are the 
risks and the 

payoffs?
How much will 

it cost?

How long will 
it take?

How will 
success be 
measured?

S&CC Project Description (15-Pages)
Ø Outline specific social and 

technological research questions, 
hypotheses, and research gaps.

Ø Explain the rationale and breadth of 
community engagement and how 
this engagement will be sustained 
through the duration of the award.

Ø Describe management of the project 
and the proposed approach to data 
collection and evaluation.

Ø Describe the vision of success for the 
proposal.

Critical ‘Heilmeier’ Questions for S&CC Proposals



Common Proposal Mistakes

• Imbalance in technology and social 
science innovations, often tacking on 
social science as an after thought
• Confuse community engagement for 

social science
• Research questions not clear
• Starting too late (Q’s the day before)
• Missing important deadlines (LOIs)
• Not starting/building relationships 

over time
• Scale of the impact is mismatched 

with the budget

• Transferability and sustainability not 
clear
• Unclear evaluation plan/metrics
• Not using all space/incomplete 

proposal
• Asking for volunteerism from 

community
• Not “use inspired”/community 

inspired research
• Engage community, but not the 

necessary decision-makers or 
stakeholders



How do panelists evaluate the proposal?



What do panelists see?

Reviewer Template Panel BriefingProgram Solicitation

…and your proposal…



Some patterns in successful proposals

• Compelling research that required both social science and technical 
innovation to carry out, as apparent in the Integrative Research section
• The community is well-defined, and the engagement with the community 

was substantial, with the needed stakeholders as part of the engagement
• Teams had worked together longer than the proposal cycle; contributors to 

tasks were clear in the Collaboration and Management Plan
• Metrics for success were tied to research activities, and were seen as 

appropriate for the proposed work
• Budget scale matched the proposed scope of research and community 

impacts





NSF 18-520 (p5)



NSF 18-520 (p6)



NSF 18-520 (p6)



NSF 18-520 (p6)



NSF 18-520 (p9)



NSF 18-520 (p12)



What questions can you ask yourself from 
reading this solicitation?

• What specific social and technological research questions, 
hypotheses, and research gaps does the proposal address ?
• What are the project’s goals? What will success mean?
• What is the community? How will engagement be sustained through 

the duration of the award? What is the transferability to other 
communities?
• Are the potential outcomes of this project comparable to the budget 

proposed? Are these the right activities to carry out the research?



A few final words…

• Ultimately, the goals and approach should meet the criteria laid out in the 
solicitation, and need to stand above other proposers in Intellectual Merit, 
Broader Impacts, and solicitation-specific review criteria.
• Portfolio diversity remains a priority for NSF. Be sure to take a look at what 

has been previously funded. 

Visit NSF.gov/scc for a link to previously funded projects.



Other Funding Opportunities

• NSF CRII (17-552) and CAREER (17-537) 

• NSF National Robotics Initiative (18-518)

• NSF Cyber-Physical Systems (17-538)

• NSF CISE Core Programs: CNS (18-569), IIS (18-570), CCF (18-568)

• NSF Secure and Trustworthy Cyberspace (18-572)

• NSF Long-Term Ecological Research (17-593)

• Other funders as well, including foundations and non-profits and other 
Federal agencies. 

• Search online for the Smart Cities and Communities Federal Resource 
Guide for a list of Federal programs.



What to do during the Breakout Session?

• White paper submitters present their idea in 3 minute lightning talk, 
and other volunteers present lightning talk as interested.
• After each 3 minute lightening talk, 6 minute discussion about each 

proposal, following the review template:
• Intellectual Merit, Broader Impacts, Solicitation-Specific Criteria
• 1 person volunteers as mock scribe to capture the discussion on a review 

template form for each presenter. Rotate mock scribes between presenters.

• Last 10 minutes, 1 person volunteers to report out.
• Report on 1-2 strategies discussed in the group which made a project stand 

out, above and beyond the recurring challenges.



Roles for the Breakout Session
Presenters Mock Scribes Other Participants at 

the Table (Mock 
Panelists)

Reporter 

Present 3 Minute 
Lightning Talk regarding 
your idea. 
Respond to 
questions/listen to 
discussion of project: 6 
Minutes
(9 minutes total)

One person appointed 
as mock panel scribe to 
capture the discussion 
on a Review Template 
for each presenter (see 
Mock Panelist). Rotate 
mock scribes between 
presenters.

All others discuss 
Intellectual Merit, 
Broader Impacts, 
Solicitation-Specific 
Criteria (Integrative 
Research, Community 
Engagement, Project 
Management, 
Evaluation Plan) for 
each presenter.

Volunteer to report 
back to the full group, 
after discussion. Should 
ask group for 1-2 
strategies they heard 
that helped a project 
stand out, above and 
beyond the recurring 
challenges.
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